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1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

We consider the problem of scheduling aircraft land-
ings at an airport with only one runway. This problem
is one of deciding a landing time for each plane such
that each plane lands within a predetermined time
window and separation criteria between the landing
of a plane and the landing of all successive planes are
respected (wake vortex constraint). The objective to
be maximized is the use of the runway (Air TraÆc
Control preference point of view : having maximum
landings during any time period).

The problem that can be polynomially reduced to a
Job Shop Scheduling problem is NP Hard.

2 GENETIC ALGORITHMS

MODELING

Each chromosome represents a sequence of landing
planes. No speed values (and deduced landing times)
are given yet but each chromosome �xes a sequence of
planes. The goal of the GA is to �nd the best sequence
(permutation) of planes. The landing time of each
plane on each chromosome is determined by a greedy
deterministic algorithm that optimize the runway feed-
ing. The Recombination Operators are a crossover de-
rived from the Traveling Salesman GA modeling and a
mutation that randomly shifts (local mutation : shifts
neighborhood planes ; global mutation : random shift-
ing) two or more aircraft in the sequence. The �tness
function represents the minimization of the time when
the runway is available and no plane lands on it added
to a penalization term depending on the GA iteration
and on the length of the unfeasible sequences (if any)
in the chromosome.
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3 RESULTS

The computations were based on a data set that in-
volves 43 planes. All planes are of the same type and
have the same possible time steps moving periods in
the past and in the future and the same speed restric-
tions. The planes have initial positions belonging to
the [40; 140] nautic miles interval from the gate (the
gate is the runway entry point).

This data set is chosen in order to have a problem
where a trivial optimal solution is known which de-
pends clearly on the aircraft distances from the gate.

We usually obtain near optimal solutions that are at a
distance of one or two permutations from the needed
optimal solution. These permutations concerns ights
that are at a nearest distance from the gate.

Parameters, like the population length (1000 chromo-
somes) and well chosen global and local mutation prob-
abilities leads to good solutions. Also, the use of the
mutations combined with a well de�ned crossover leads
fast (� 20 iterations that corresponds to � 8 min-
utes on a Pentium 200 Mhz) to very good solutions.
Then, the combined e�ect of adaptive mutations and
crossover seems to be the most eÆcient strategy.
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